
Schedule of Class Work 
 
Tentative Schedule:   
 
Authorial and Narrative Perspective 
Week 1:  January 16 Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday 
Week 1:  January 18 Writing Diagnostic  

• Homework:  bring in a laptop to class on Monday; 
print a copy of the syllabus and bring it in on 
Monday; look through the syllabus and think about 
Group Led Discussion (GLD) topics in which you 
might be interested.  Monday we will start to set up 
your wordpress page, discuss the syllabus, and set 
up the GLD schedule 

Week 2:  January 23 Workshop:  Introduction to Structure (GLD list creation) 
 Electronic Portfolio Set-up Day 

• first hour is creation of student wordpress sites 
• email me your URL for your wordpress page if you 

have not done so already 
• second hour is going over syllabus and creating 

GLD list 
• Homework: exchange diagnostic essays with a 

partner, make suggestions for improvement in 
relation to topic sentences, thesis sentence, and 
overall clarity of language.  Give your partner’s 
essay back to them, with your suggestions for 
improvement 

Week 2:  January 25 Electronic Portfolio Work Day  
Hybrid Day:  

• re-write your diagnostic essay, working to improve 
topic sentences, thesis sentence, and overall clarity 
of language.  Use a pdf version of the essay to place 
this essay draft in your “process” section of your 
wordpress electronic portfolio.  Also upload a 
scanned version of the original hand-written 
document.  You can scan your hand-written 
documents at the library, or using other printers on 
campus 

• email me your URL for your wordpress page if you 
have not done so already 

• personalize your wordpress pages  
• I will be available via email 

(annefwalker@gmail.com, office phone 510-778-
8979, and/or skype annefwalker in Richmond) 

• Homework:  Read carefully through the next 
assigned text portion, In Cold Blood (I).  Write a 



response.  Be prepared to participate whole-
heartedly in the class discussion on January 30 

• Suggestion:  Read all of In Cold Blood 
Week 3: January 30 In Cold Blood (I) (GLD) 

• GLD 
• discuss that I have posted responses in your 

“process” sections.  This is as a way of keeping 
things organized for later in the semester (it will be 
helpful when writing your introduction section late 
in the semester) 

• read over prompt for essay one and discuss it 
• discussion of MLA format: overall, in-text works 

cited, and works cited list 
• demonstrate on board a correct in-text citation for 

primary source of In Cold Blood 
• in-class writing:  pull three quotes from text and 

write them into sentences as on board 
• Homework:  Read carefully through the next 

assigned text portion, In Cold Blood (II).  Write a 
response.  Be prepared to participate whole-
heartedly in the class discussion on February 1 

• Suggestion:  Complete reading of all of In Cold Blood, 
and begin to put together thoughts and writings for 
Essay 1.  Note that a full draft will be due February 
6 

Week 3:  February 1 In Cold Blood (II) (GLD) 
• GLD 
• in-class writing/discussion toward essay one 

o individually:  write down a list of things that 
interest you about the book this far (5-10 
minutes) 

o in small groups:  discuss these things that 
interest you (5-10 minutes) 

o in large group:  discuss common threads and 
individual ideas 

• explanation of pedagogy (teaching concepts and 
practice) of working with information on multiple 
levels (writing, talking one-on-one, talking in small 
groups, talking in large groups) 

• Note: academic form is intuitive as writing a sonnet.  
One might find rhyme and alliteration to be 
intuitive, but the particular structure of a sonnet 
simply is not.  It is practiced.  We will practice the 
creation of academic structure through the duration 
of this class 



o in large group: discuss thesis sentences 
(which contain main idea, and DO NOT 
contain all main points) 

o in large group: discuss topic sentences 
o in large group: graph and written outline:  

Examples: 
 Thesis 1:  There are biblical 

references in In Cold Blood 
 Thesis 2:  Capote incorporates bible 

themes in In Cold Blood 
 Topic sentence 1:  Perry’s snake 

dream relates to the Adam and Eve 
passage from the Bible 

 Topic sentence 2: TBA: main point 
supporting thesis concept 

 Topic sentence 3: TBA: main point 
supporting thesis concept 

 Topic sentence 4: TBA: main point 
supporting thesis concept 

• in-class outline creation 
o individually:  write an outline using thesis 

sentences and topic sentences  
• Homework:  Read carefully through the next 

assigned text portion, In Cold Blood (III).  Write a 
response.  Be prepared to participate whole-
heartedly in the class discussion on February 6.  
Bring in a PRINTED full length draft of essay one 
on February 6 

• Suggestion:  Read all of In Cold Blood 
Week 4:  February 6 In Cold Blood (III) (GLD) 

• GLD 
• draw the topic and thesis picture on board as 

reference and discussion point 
• exchange essays with partner (five minutes) 

o read topic and thesis sentences 
o write 2-3 sentences describing what you 

think the essay is about simply from these 
key sentences 

• discuss your understanding with your partner (ten 
minutes) 

o discuss re-writing thesis sentences as writer 
explains their intention 

o discuss re-writing topic sentences as writer 
explains their intention 

• re-write topic and thesis sentences 
• by a quarter after the hour, go around the class 

reading topic and thesis sentences 



• Homework:   
1. Read carefully through the next assigned 

text portion, In Cold Blood (IV).  Write a 
response.  Be prepared to participate whole-
heartedly in the class discussion on February 
8 

2. Homework: Bring in a second PRINTED 
full-length draft of essay one on February 8 
for in-class editing.  In your editing process, 
use the changes in the way today’s class 
work shifted your thinking 

3. Homework:  the handout for Wednesday's 
class is "SentenceFocusExercises1-3" at 
http://annefwalker.wordpress.com/.  Please 
do print a copy and bring it to class 

• Note:  Remember to save drafts and upload them to 
your “process” section of your portfolio.  You need 
to post at least three drafts for every essay 

Week 4:  February 8 In Cold Blood (IV) (GLD)  
• GLD 
• third in-class work toward essay one 

o first go over a partner’s essay and circle 
three sentences that could use work to 
become more clear 

o review paramedic method:  
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resourc
e/635/01/ 

o use paramedic method on sentences in 
white-board demonstration 

o apply on your own thesis sentences and topic 
sentences 

o this gives you room to explain your logic or 
vision with more detail 

• go over the hybrid work for Monday 
• Homework:  Keep editing essay one for electronic 

submission on February 13 
o apply the principles in the handout 

“SentenceFocusExercises1-3,” which are 
similar to paramedic method outcomes, to 
sentences in your essay.  Be particularly 
attentive to creating extremely clear and 
concise thesis sentences and topic sentences 

Translation 
Week 5:  February 13 Hybrid Day: on your own, or in groups from class, view 

Capote (2005 film) (114 minutes).  Blog on the film by first 
finding your class section through 1) going to 
http://annefwalker.wordpress.com/collaboration/  2) 



placing your curser above the tab “Collaboration” 3) 
placing your curser above the tab “Blogging” 4) placing 
your curser above the tab “Blogging on Capote” and 5) 
clicking on the link that is labeled with your class section.  
Post your response to the film in the page with your class 
section labeled.  Specific instructions are on the website in 
which you will post.  Blog on three responses posted by 
your peers. Note, in your daily class response, on whose 
post you commented.  I will be available via email 
annefwalker@gmail.com 

 —Submit Essay 1 electronically— 
Week 5:  February 15 “Breakfast at Tiffanies” (the short story) (GLD) 

• GLD 
• Homework:   

o in the cover note section, in your 
“collaboration” page, note whose responses 
you replied to for the Capote blogging 

o think about translations between book and 
film.  You can use examples from In Cold 
Blood and from Capote, or other examples if 
you prefer.  Write for 20 minutes on this 
transition.  Include this writing in the 
“Rhetoric” section of your wordpress 
portfolio titled as “in-class writing for 
February 15” 

Week 6:  February 20 Holiday 
Week 6:  February 22 Hybrid Day: on your own, or in groups from class, view 

Breakfast at Tiffanies (1961) (115 minutes).  Blog on the film 
by first finding your class section through 1) going to 
http://annefwalker.wordpress.com/collaboration/  2) 
placing your curser above the tab “Collaboration” 3) 
placing your curser above the tab “Blogging” 4) placing 
your curser above the tab “Blogging on Breakfast at Tiffanies” 
and 5) clicking on the link that is labeled with your class 
section.  Post your response to the film in the page with 
your class section labeled.  Specific instructions are on the 
website in which you will post.  Blog on three responses 
posted by your peers. Note, in your daily class response, on 
whose post you commented. I will be available via email 
(annefwalker@gmail.com, office phone 510-778-8979, 
and/or Skype annefwalker in Richmond) 

• Homework:   
o read carefully through the next assigned text 

portion, Revolt of the Cockroach People 
introduction through page 133.  Write a 
response.  Be prepared to participate whole-



heartedly in the class discussion on February 
27 

o in the cover note section, in your 
“collaboration” page, note whose responses 
you replied to for the Breakfast at Tiffanies 
blogging 

Historical Framework 
Week 7: February 27 Discussion of Breakfast at Tiffanies in relation to translation. 
 Revolt of the Cockroach People introduction through page 133 

(GLD)  
• GLD 
• discuss:   

o translation (Capote, In Cold Blood, Breakfast at 
Tiffany’s... and in coming weeks Chicano 
Poetics, House with the Blue Bed, and Revolt of the 
Cockroach People) 

o note that earlier translations are to do with 
“story,” the upcoming ones are to do with 
historical “truth” and its interpretation 

• discuss historical framework 
• go over essay 2 prompt  
• mention not to use “very” as it actually does 

opposite of intention, reduces the power of your 
sentence with non-specificity  

• let students know that if I can not assess their essay 
1 by Thursday they may receive a failing grade at 
mid-semester  

• make sure students are posting whom they respond 
to, in their collaboration sections 

• go over diction website 
(http://www.writingcentre.uottawa.ca/hypergram
mar/diction.html) 

• small group work to discuss possibilities for essay 2 
• Homework:   

o Read carefully through the next assigned 
text portion, Revolt of the Cockroach People 134 
through conclusion.  Write a response.  Be 
prepared to participate whole-heartedly in 
the class discussion  

o start writing into your next essay 
o bring your laptop to class on Wednesday 

Week 7: February 29 Revolt of the Cockroach People 134 through conclusion (GLD) 
• in the first 45-50 minutes: GLD 
• to finish the first hour of class: discussion with 

professor 
• one hour into class: 15 minute 

presentation/discussion “Teach the Budget” 



• one hour and fifteen minutes into class, in-class 
writing: 

o to the hour and a half mark:  write about 
your ideal writing situation 

 be specific and detailed 
 use sensory details 
 think out and write about how those 

details feel, how they facilitate the 
writing process 

o this exercise helps to work a particular 
muscle as a writer.  There are two points to 
it: 

1. practicing descriptive writing around 
sensory experiences strengthens your 
ability to describe intellectual 
constructs (ideas) with greater detail 
and precision 

2. by carefully exploring where that 
feeling of a good writing space exists 
for you, it will increase your ability to 
enter that space during your writing  

o when completed, upload the PDF of your in-
class writing to the “Rhetoric” section of 
your wordpress webpage 

• At one hour and 35 minutes into class start writing 
your class reflection 

• Homework:   
o Read carefully through the next assigned 

text portion, Chicano Poetics and House with the 
Blue Bed.  Write a response.  Be prepared to 
participate whole-heartedly in the class 
discussion  

• Homework:   
o Create a first draft of your essay 2 to bring 

into class on Monday.  It is very important 
that you bring in a printed draft 

Historical and Theoretical Framework 
Week 8:  March 5 No Class 
Week 8:  March 7  Workshop Day (in library, KL 371) 

• Susan Mikkelsen <smikkelsen@ucmerced.edu> will be 
teaching.  She has access to the prompt for Essay two. 
 Please bring in printed drafts of your essays, and 
whatever work you have done to identify 
secondary sources.  The class will focus on 
secondary source materials generally, and specifically 
for your essay two.   



• Homework for Monday March 12:  In class on 
March 7, exchange printed copies of your essay two 
with a partner.  As homework, go over the draft, 
looking at 1) thesis sentences, 2) topic sentences, 3) 
overall language clarity (by this I mean: 'Do you 
understand what the writing is getting at?  Do you feel 
that it could be more clear or direct?").  Make notes on 
your partner's essay.  On March 12: 

 Bring the notated draft to class 
 Bring your most recent draft of your own 

essay two in print form (no computers) 
Week 9:  March 12 Chicano Poetics: Introduction (GLD) (may include and House 

with the Blue Bed) 
• Discussion of translation 

o what happens to historical narrative as it is 
depicted from different voices (Acosta’s 
gonzo journalism, Arteaga’s academic prose 
and poetry, Arteaga’s poetic prose) 

o option:  read from House with the Blue Bed 
“The Dead,” “Signs,” “Gun,” and “Faith” 

• Answer questions that have come up about essay 
two 

• Option:  in-class peer-editing 
o work with prompt, point by point 

• Homework:   
o post pdf of your notated draft (homework 

from last class) in “process” 
o read carefully through the next assigned text 

portion, The Wizard of Oz to the end of 
chapter 11.  Write a response.  Be prepared 
to participate whole-heartedly in the class 
discussion  

o go over prompt, point by point, checking 
your own work and revising.  Bring your 
most recent draft of your own essay two in 
print form  

• Note:  there is a grammar workshop on 
“How to Introduce and Integrate Sources” 
in CLS 203, Friday March 16, 10-10:50am 

Translation and Historical Framework 
Week 9:  March 14 The Wizard of Oz  to the end of chapter 11 (GLD) 

• Workshop on printed drafts of essay two 
o exchange papers with partners 
o identify thesis and topic sentences 
o large group discussion of reading through 

rubric discussing the structural points 
o large group discussion on use of structure to 



facilitate other professors accessing student 
ideas 

o large group work on example of thesis 
sentences that contain a) including your 
object of art, b) including your historical 
framework, c) being synced closely up to the 
other thesis sentence, d) being remarkably 
clear and straightforward 

o discussion with partner and re-writing thesis 
sentences in above structure 

o large group work:  reading all theses aloud 
and commenting on their relation to the 
required formula 

o check for in-text citations and works cited 
list.  Look for proper form, and proper 
amount as specified by the essay prompt 

o look through the topic sentences and see 1) 
what story they tell, 2) if that is the story 
suggested by the theses.  Then write a 
comment to the author on the back of their 
essay 

• Homework:   
o Read carefully through the next assigned 

text portion, The Wizard of Oz chapter 12 to 
conclusion.  Write a response.  Be prepared 
to participate whole-heartedly in the class 
discussion  

o Bring in an edited draft of your essay on 
Monday 

• Note:  there is a grammar workshop on 
“How to Introduce and Integrate Sources” 
in CLS 203, Friday March 16, 10-10:50am 

Week 10:  March 19 The Wizard of Oz chapter 12 to conclusion (GLD) 
• Workshop on printed drafts of essay two 

o review paramedic method:  
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resourc
e/635/01/ 

o use paramedic method on sentences in 
white-board demonstration 

o apply on your own thesis sentences and topic 
sentences 

o this gives you room to explain your logic or 
vision with more detail 

• Homework:   
o Complete essay by using the paramedic 

method on all sentences in your essay, one 
paragraph at a time 



Week 10:  March 21 Hybrid Day: on your own, or in groups from class, view 
The Wizard of Oz (1939 film) (101 minutes).  Blog on the film 
by first finding your class section through 1) going to 
http://annefwalker.wordpress.com/collaboration/  2) 
placing your curser above the tab “Collaboration” 3) 
placing your curser above the tab “Blogging” 4) placing 
your curser above the tab “Blogging on The Wizard of Oz” 
and 5) clicking on the link that is labeled with your class 
section.  Post your response to the film in the page with 
your class section labeled.  Specific instructions are on the 
website in which you will post.  Blog on three responses 
posted by your peers. Note, in your daily class response, on 
whose post you commented.  Note, in your “collaboration” 
section, the students upon whose comments you replied.  I 
will be available via email (annefwalker@gmail.com, office 
phone 510-778-8979, and/or Skype annefwalker in 
Richmond) 

 —Submit Essay 2— as a pdf in the “craft” section 
of your portfolio 

Week 11:  March 26  Spring Break —NO CLASS—  
Week 11:  March 28  Spring Break —NO CLASS—  
Week 12:  April 2 Discussion of The Wizard of Oz (1939 film) in relation to  
 Wicked introduction through to the end of section “Galinda 

4” (GLD)  
• go over remainder of month’s work 
• In Class work on essay 3: 

o discuss of example of compare and contrast 
o small group work to discuss essays 
o large group discussion of small group 

findings/thoughts 
o individually: write thesis and topic sentences, 

and parts of essay as they come to you 
• Homework:   

o Read carefully through the next assigned 
text portion, Wicked section “Boq I” through 
to the end of “The Charmed Circle 8.”  
Write a response.  Be prepared to participate 
whole-heartedly in the class discussion  

o Bring in a printed draft of essay 3, 
including thesis and topic sentences 

Week 12:  April 4 Wicked section “Boq I” through to the end of “The 
Charmed Circle 8” (GLD)  

• In-class with printed copies of essay 3: 
o in small groups: first read all topic and thesis 

sentences 
o comment on understandability of these 

sentences.  Think of this as a gift to the 



writer whose work you are reading.  Try to 
write something that will help them to make 
their ideas clearer 

o find three sentences that need work 
o as a class:  work through 

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resourc
e/635/01/ again 

o examples on board 
• Homework:   

o Work up another printed draft of your 
essay 3, making sure it becomes full-length, 
and using the paramedic method on all 
sentences.  You can use your in-class writing 
from Monday, April 2, as one draft.  The 
printed copy you brought in today can be 
another draft.  Your draft for Monday can 
be a third draft for your “process” section. 

Week 13:  April 9 Hybrid Day: E-Portfolio Work Day, post drafts of your 
cover pages: post about your experience setting up the 
pages, and comment on three responses of your peers.  I 
will be available via email (annefwalker@gmail.com, office 
phone 510-778-8979, and/or Skype annefwalker in 
Richmond) 

Week 13:  April 11 Wicked section “III City of Emeralds” through to the end of 
section “The Jasper Gates of Kiamo Ko 10” (GLD)  

 —Submit Essay 3— 
• In Class: 

o make sure you have feedback from each 
essay, if you don’t, it may not be graded.  
Check your process page 

o make sure that you introduce your evidence 
in your portfolio cover pages, for example:  
In (insert page you are writing about) I 
include (list evidence), (list evidence), and (list 
evidence) as evidence.  These items highlight 
(characteristic, idea) 

o checked that everyone posted essay 3  
o went over prompt for essay 4 
o peer editing of introductions 

 in small groups: first read all topic 
and thesis sentences 

 comment on understandability of 
these sentences, the narrative 
created.  Think of this as a gift to the 
writer whose work you are reading.  
Try to write something that will help 
them to make their ideas clearer 



 go over sentence by sentence noting 
areas that are particularly clear with 
a star or happy face, and areas that 
are confusing with a squiggly line 
under the confusing area 

• Homework:   
o Create a first draft of your essay.  Bring in a 

printed draft on April 18 
Week 14:  April 16 Hybrid Day: E-Portfolio Work Day: Writing Cover 

Letters 
• check email and website for details 
• write three cover letters (process, rhetoric, ethics), 

approximately 30 minutes for each cover letter.  
Instructions for exactly what needs to be in each of 
your menus is listed on the corresponding website at 
annefwalker.wordpress.com  

• post drafts of your process cover pages at the site 
particular to your class, and comment on three 
responses of your peers.  Instructions are on the 
collaboration page specific to your section.  I will be 
available via email (annefwalker@gmail.com, office 
phone 510-778-8979, and/or Skype annefwalker in 
Richmond) 

• Homework:   
o Complete blogging on process cover letters.  

Bring in a printed draft of your essay 4 on 
April 18 

Week 14:  April 18 Portfolio/ Essay 4 workshop 
• In Class: 

o create a cover letter for the craft section of 
your portfolio 

 discuss differences between process 
and craft for the purposes of this 
portfolio 

 review sets of questions for each 
 write into craft cover letter for ½ 

hour 
o time allowing:  small group:  discuss essay 4, 

identify (or develop) thesis and topic 
sentences 

o time allowing:  large group:  discuss thesis 
and topic sentences for essay 4 

• go over homework and check in about work 
remaining 

o small group: discuss preparedness for end of 
semester 

o large group:  discuss preparedness 



o note that the “lesson plan” link at 
annefwalker.wordpress.com has details of 
each class and homework assignments 

• half hour editing class and reading journals  
• hear from all students on topics for essay 4 
• time allowing:  discuss cover letters (which ones 

depend on student requests) 
• Homework:   

o by Thursday (4/19) at noon comment at 
http://annefwalker.wordpress.com/introdu
ction/, detailing your level of portfolio 
preparation.  Be honest so I can figure out 
what will be of most help to you for the 
remainder of the class.  You do not need to 
reply to the comments of others, just post 
yours.  Some leading questions are: 

 are all of your cover letters written? 
 are all of your cover letters edited?  
 are all of your cover letters 

uploaded? 
 is all of your evidence uploaded into 

your portfolio (including all finished 
essays)? 

 is there anything else with which you 
need specific help? 

o exchange essay with a peer for structural 
review (which will create draft for process 
section) 

o Read carefully through the next assigned 
text portion, Wicked section “Uprisings 1” 
through to the end.  Write a response.  Be 
prepared to participate whole-heartedly in 
the class discussion  

Week 15:  April 23 Wicked section “Uprisings 1”through to the end (GLD) 
(GLD)  

• portfolio/ Essay 4 workshop 
• student evaluations 
• sign-up for individual consultations for 4/31 and 

5/1) 
• in-class consultations and corrections 
• Note:  this is your last day for class journals.  

After today you can post your journals to 
you rhetoric page 

• Homework:  keep working the practice of larger 
structural editing (thesis sentences and topic 
sentences to form the narrative of your essay, and 
paramedic method of sentence structure editing 



(http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/635/
01/). We have learned and repeated these practices.  
You have all you need to complete the work.  It is 
simply application of that which you know 

o keep editing drafts of cover letters, your 
introduction, and your essay 4 

Week 15:  April 25 Hybrid Day: Inception (2010 film) (148 minutes), post your 
response to the film in the page for your section (in the 
collaboration drop-down menu tree), and blog on three 
responses posted by your peers.  I will be available via email 
(annefwalker@gmail.com, office phone 510-778-8979, 
and/or Skype annefwalker in Richmond) 

• Think of the viewing of this film as a lyric version of 
the “translation” ideas we have been working with 
this semester.  You do not have to form a logical 
argument, simply let the ideas of translations from 
the semester exist while you watch the movie.  
Write your response based on what bubbles up 
through your viewing.  Or, if logic is much, much 
easier for you, you can write your response in that 
direction 

Week 16:  April 30 Individual consultations 
• check the schedule posted at 

http://annefwalker.wordpress.com/ 
• it is your responsibility to call my office (510-778-

8979), or to skype annefwalker (Richmond), at the 
time for which you have signed up  

Week 16:  May 1 Individual consultations 
• check the schedule posted at 

http://annefwalker.wordpress.com/ 
• it is your responsibility to call my office (510-778-

8979), or to skype annefwalker (Richmond), at the 
time for which you have signed up  

Week 16:  May 2 Consultations 
 —Submit Essay 4— 
 —Submit final portfolio— 
 


